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July 14 – 28, 2018 
3 credit hours 
Instructors: Ashwini Bhat & Bruce Dehnert 
 
Why do we make what we make?  
How do we relate to what we make?  
How do we relate to the materials we use? 
What are the ways to use the same material but keep our studio practices challenging and motivating 
ourselves? 
How do we put terms like, “utilitarian,” “conceptual,” and “metaphor” to work for us as artists and 
makers? Do we draw lines/distinctions between those considerations for ourselves?  
These are just a few of the questions we will explore during this dynamic, intensive two-
week workshop at Ox-Bow. 
 
There will be demonstrations, lectures, experimenting with a variety of clay-bodies, and a 
generous amount of time for independent exploration and production of work. The two 
instructors, Ashwini and Bruce, will bring in their unique approaches to both sculptural and 
utilitarian construction techniques: These include coiling, slab building, and throwing on the 
potter's wheel. There will also be introductions to mold making, pit firing, and crystalline 
glazes during the workshop.  
 
We will discuss the relationships that ceramic forms can have to culture, history, personal 
expression, and social change. Students are introduced to historical and contemporary uses 
of wood-fired ceramics through slideshows and examples. This class will focus on individual 
goals and projects. After the first week of making, we will load and fire the wood kiln as a 
team. 
 
Ashwini and Bruce will share their many experiences with glazing, wadding, loading and 
firing a wood kiln. Participants will learn together as a group to “listen” to the kiln and 
respond as they make their way towards temperature and surface. Emphasis in this 
workshop is on participation and collectively working to achieve the best results the kiln can 
provide. The wood kiln offers a close up experience to the mechanics of kiln firing, in 
particular, how fuel and oxygen affect the quality and efficiency of the flame; and in turn 
adds to the final aesthetics of the surface.  
 
Over the course of thirty hours, the clay, glaze and wood ash will begin to melt in the high 
heat and create beautiful surface effects. We will then finish our work by grinding, sanding 
and polishing. 
 
 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
Students are expected to participate in all readings, viewings, discussions, and critiques. 
Students are expected to engage each of the processes or methods introduced in the class. 
This will result in at least 4 considered investigations. 
Participation in firing the wood kiln and maintaining the studio is mandatory. Ceramics is 
often a communal working experience. We all share the same space, equipment, and 



technical concerns. Each of us needs to carry our own weight in making the firings and 
working environment positive and successful. 
Most importantly come with an open mind and willingness to explore and experiment. 
 
GRADING CRITERIA: 
Students will be evaluated based on their engagement with the material as well as their ability 
to develop and articulate ideas surrounding their own personal work. As a result, students 
should strive to achieve a high level of consideration for the work they create as well as a 
high level of consideration for the intended ideas to be communicated through their work. 
 
In short, you should be able to answer these basic questions: 
What is the intention behind the work? 
What is the process from the point of intention to execution? 
 
ATTENDANCE: 
Students are expected to attend all classes. Demonstrations will not begin until 10am each 
day to accommodate work-study students. The studio is available 24 hours a day, and you are 
encouraged to take advantage of as many of those hours as possible!! We have high hopes 
for the amount of work to be created in this course, so please come ready to work! 
 
STUDENT SUPPLY LIST: 
Please plan on having the following tools and materials on hand at the beginning of class: 
1. Basic pottery tool kit. These kits include ribs, a wire tool, needle tool, clay knives, and a 
sponge. They can be purchased through most art supply centers for between $8 and 
$15. If you have a set of preferred tools already, feel free to bring those instead. 
2. Respirator: A cartridge-style HEPA filtered mask works best. Find one that is comfortable 
and fits well. These can be purchased at most hardware stores. 
3. Students bring 5 digital images of your most recent work, 3 images of works by artists you 
like, a brief introduction about your background and share what you would like to gain from 
this class. (This can be other things besides ceramics or art if that suits your lifestyle) 
4. Paint brushes. A selection of soft-bristle brushes. There are many soft, long bristled 
brushes with bamboo handles that can be purchased for very affordable prices and that 
work great with ceramic materials. In addition to this, please bring old, stiff-bristle brushes 
inexpensive, chip brushes 
5. Sketchbook and basic writing/drawing materials. (Your preferences) 
6. Clothing: We will be firing the wood kiln, so be sure to bring a change of clothes that 
includes closed toe shoes, long pants, long sleeved shirt, sunglasses, kiln glasses, gloves and a 
bandana or hat to keep your hair away from the flame. This should be natural fibers (cotton 
or wool) for the pants and shirt, as synthetics melt!! 
7. Please feel free to bring any other tools or supplies that you think you might use in a 
ceramics studio. 
Clay, glaze and most other ceramic related materials are supplied for this class. Personal 
tools and supplies specific to your own needs are all you need to consider bringing. 
 
 
 
 
 



SCHEDULE BY DAY 
 
Sunday, July 14 
Morning 

Ø Introduction and Welcome. 
Ø Exploring the intuitive and spontaneous by going with what our hands/mind might 

know. Work exercise. 
Afternoon 

Ø Student slide presentations: Background, 5 images of own work with brief 
descriptions, 3 artists who inspire/influence you, expectations for this workshop. 

Ø Instructor presentation #1. 
Ø Drawing on the intuitive/spontaneous. Multi-media drawing exercise. 
Ø The Maquette. Demonstrations and hands-on exploration of “sketches” of 3D work 

to be or not to be realized. 
 
Monday, July 15 
Morning 

Ø Instructor presentation #2. 
Ø Lecture: Introduction on Wood Firing techniques and surfaces. 
Ø Work session. 

Afternoon 
Ø Demos: Wheel-throwing drinking vessels [ie; GT2400].  

Hand building vessels using solid clay and hollowing method. 
Ø Work Session: Throwing/making drinking vessels. 

 
Tuesday, July 16 
Morning 

Ø Demo: Trimming drinking vessels.  
 Exploring different handle-making techniques. Exploring form. 

Ø Work time. 
Afternoon 

Ø Demo:  Wheel-throwing bowls/open forms. 
  Wheel-throwing stacked/double forms for achieving larger forms. 
  Coil building for larger forms. 
 

Ø Demo: For sculptors, there will be a demo on casting a live model’s face.  
Ø Work Session 

 
 
Wednesday, July 17 
Morning:  

Ø Demo: Using Slips and Under-glazes for raw-ware. 
Wheel-throwing spouts 
Casting spouts  

Ø Work Session  
Afternoon 

Ø Demo: Hand-building techniques all in one. Ash and Bruce will simultaneously demo 



different building techniques and collaborate on a sculpture. 
Ø Work Session 

 
Thursday, July 18 
Morning 

Ø Demo: Hand-building slab vessels/forms. 
Oval forms and closed forms for Pit firing  

Ø Work session.  
Afternoon 

Ø Demo: Lidded wares 
Ø Lecture on and Loading a kiln for Bisque #1 firing. “The Physics of Concerns and 

How to Counter Them.” 
Ø Work Session: Students make their own projects using the learned techniques. They 

can start using their press mold, mono-pringing, carving, and wheel throwing. Begin 
making a series of forms to experiment on for electric firing/layered surfaces. 

 
 
 
Friday, July 19 
Morning 

Ø Lecture: Crystalline glazes. What makes them tick? Making forms best suited for 
these glazes. 

Ø Work session 
Afternoon 

Ø Work Session: Exquisite Corpse—collaborative sculpture with students and 
instructors or pair the students into a group of four and encourage them to 
collaborate 

 
 
Saturday, July 20 
Morning 

Ø Work Session: Finish work for Bisque #2 
Afternoon 

Ø Work Session: Finish work for Crystalline glazes 
 
Sunday, July 21 
Morning/Afternoon 

Ø Demo: Glazing and decorating for the wood kiln. 
Ø Work Session: Glazing and decorating work for the wood kiln. 

 
Monday, July 2 
Morning 

Ø Demo: Wadding for the Wood Kiln.  
Ø Start loading Wood Kiln 

Afternoon 
Ø Continue Loading the Wood Kiln. Then START firing! 
Ø Load Crystalline and Pit Fire work into Bisque #3 



 
Tuesday, July 23 
Morning/Afternoon 

Ø Work Session: Fire Wood Kiln all day and into the night. 
 
Wednesday, July 24 
Morning 

Ø Demo: Glazing for the crystalline firing 
Ø Work session: Glaze crystalline work 

Afternoon 
Ø Load crystalline firing 
Ø Demo: Pit firing. 
Ø Work session: Prepare Pit Firing work 

 
Thursday, July 25 
Morning 

Ø Work Session: Unload the wood kiln! 
Ø Demo: Post firing finishing of work; sanding/grinding/polishing 

Afternoon 
Ø Work Session: Pit Firing. Load electric kiln for post-firing treatments. 

 
Friday, July 26 
Morning 

Ø Work Session: Unload Crystalline and Pit firings.  
Ø Clean Studio. 

Afternoon 
Ø Group Critique: What makes for a useful exchange? 

 
 
 
Saturday, July 27 
Everybody go home. We are tired. 
 
 
 
_________ 
Daily Schedule: 
Mornings 
Lectures & Demos 
Afternoons 
Individual: Sign up for individual student critiques, 30 minutes before and after lunch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 




